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Tapping is easy and, although there are devices that can be
used for a deeper experience (similar to deep tissue
massagers), you need only tap lightly with your fingertips on
certain points in the body to have an effect. For additional
psychosomatic benefit, it is useful to have an awareness of
emotions that you're holding onto. However, these are often
unconscious, in which case, other modalities (e.g. meditation or
hypnosis) can be used alongside tapping for greater relief.

INTRODUCTION

Begin and end by
tapping the side of

each hand below the
pinky, asking for

release from difficult
memories.

GETTING STARTED

Tap the inside point 
of your eyebrows; 

the side of your eyes; 
then below your eyes, 

at the same time 
asking for clarity. 

Tap above your
upper lip, then below

your lower lip,
requesting the

courage to speak
your truth.

Tap the collar bone;
under the arm to the

side of your chest;
then your crown,

asking for peace, love
and wisdom to grow.

TIP

Don't wait for the pressure
to mount! Try some

discreet hand tapping any
time you have a spare

minute. In this way, it will
be second nature to use

tapping techniques when
stress, fear or panic arise.  

The Emotional Freedom Technique (EFT), 
or tapping, is a psycho-therapeutic method
using gentle vibration for improved energy

flow. Following the principle that everything is
composed of energy, tapping can release

'blockages' along the body's meridian lines
(energy system), restoring balance and,

consequently, alleviating poor mental and
physical health (including anxiety and PTSD). 

 
Tapping is a relatively new form of energy

healing, compared to acupuncture and
acupressure, but no less effective. It can also be

practised by anyone. The below steps can 
help start you off.

Make it a personal ritual:
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